How to Read an Acorn Record: Periodical Holdings

The periodical holdings statement provides detailed information about the specific volumes and issues the library owns for a given title. Some periodicals are held at multiple locations.

The following is an example of a record for the print holdings of the periodical American Sociological Review.

Call number, Holdings, and Location:

Call number: HM1 .A75

Holdings and Location:

Location 1: Central/6th Floor
Holdings: Volumes 72 (2007) - volumes 74, no. 3 (2009). These volumes are bound and housed in the Stacks.

Location 2: Central/Annex
These items are owned by Central and held at the Annex, Vanderbilt Library’s offsite storage.

Specific Item Information:

Two key elements in this section are a list of the most recent issues received by the library and the Annex Request button.